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A B S T R A C T   

Oil and gold are considered as the most vigor influencer for any economy. In this research volatility spillover 
networking among the oil (energy), gold, and Asian leading emerging stock markets are constructed by the 
coalescence of two approaches BEKK-GARCH and complex networking. The data consists of the daily return of 
sixteen Asian countries’ stock markets, an index of the Asia Pacific, and future prices of oil and gold contracts for 
the period of 01–01-2010 to 31-05-2020. It covers all the recent shocks of the current decade to study the impact 
of these crises. The data is further divided into four sub-periods as well for this research. The results of our total 
period detect that commodities of oil and gold receive more volatility spillover than transfer it to stock indices of 
Asia Pacific countries. Moreover, it is also observed that, as compared to oil, gold had more strong significant 
spillover linkages. Among all Asian economies, the Chinese stock markets had more influence on the price 
movement of oil and gold. Whereas, India had more significant correlations with other neighboring stock indices. 
The results of this research not only provide the facts about the interconnection of oil, gold, and Asian Pacific 
countries in the current scenarios but also give very useful directions for future researchers, investors, and 
hedgers, as well as for policymakers interested in the Asian region.   

1. Introduction 

This world is unpredictable and therefore despite many advance-
ments and development in forecasting techniques and expertise in the 
field of finance the future of any business, economy or commodity is still 
unpredictable. This is the reason for many recent crises examples are the 
financial crisis of 2007–8, the European sovereign debt crisis of 2009, 
the energy crisis of 2014, and the most recent is Covid-19 which greatly 
affected the economies of the whole world. These shocks greatly 
repercussion to some more significant elements for the world’s economy 
like oil and gold. It’s the best example is the recent situation which 
unfavorably affects the predictions about the oil demand in the year 
2020, as because of the recent pandemic of coronavirus the black gold, 
the crude oil faced a disastrous disparity between oversupplied oil and 
the biggest slump in demand for twenty-five years that is contrary to the 
prediction reported by International Energy Agency who stated that 
“output from the world’s existing oil fields is expected to decline at the 
rate of 6.7% and conventional crude output to peak by 2020 (The 
Guardian 2008).” So, in the recent unpredictable scenario, it is necessary 

to analyze the severity of these shocks on the world economy in need of 
time to keep them in mind while predicting the future. This research 
study has also orchestrated to analyze the consequences of the recent 
crisis in Asia as Asian Pacific stock markets are mostly considered as the 
most affected region by crisis shocks. Strong correlations among the 
markets of Asia Pacific are documented by Smith [54] after the financial 
crisis of 1987 and by Ref. [1] during the 1997 crisis they blamed that 
increased globalization sharpen the risk of spillover among the stocks. 

Because of many recent shocks in oil prices, Asia is the continent that 
could be affected severely, any imminent upswing of oil prices in the 
future would intimidate other endeavor importers in the oil field. The 
continuously increasing tendency of oil prices dropped many main Asian 
economies at risk, the most substantial importing countries of China, 
India, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan are affected the most [2]. [3] 
also stated in a study that from the last decades due to consecutive 
financial or energy crises and swings in the stock markets the investors 
have to keep other options in hand not only oil but other paramount 
commodities like gold for risk aversion because these commodity prices 
fluctuate differently from the stocks [4,5]. Gold is doubtless the most 
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archaic representation of the financial resource, and it persistently 
maintains its recognition and functionality [6]. 

By recognizing these facts in this article, we have taken oil and gold 
assets to check their volatility interconnectedness with leading Asian 
Pacific economies’ stock markets. A considerable amount of literature is 
readily accessible on oil-stock relation more specifically in Asian region 
[7–19]; [51] [20–22]; [23,24], and gold-stock [3,6,25,26] ae well as 
combinly on oil and gold (Singh et al., 2019 [27–30]; but only few of 
research in conducted for Asian region like [31] but this research work is 
out dated and really need of reanalyze it with updated data to get know 
how about recent trends in the region and also the impacts of latest 
shocks. We have employed the data of sixteen Asian countries’ stock 
indices namely: China, Japan, India, Indonesia, South Korea, Turkey, 
Taiwan, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Pakistan, Malaysia, Philippines, United 
Arab Emirates, Iraq, Singapore, Hong Kong, a merged index the “Asia 
Pacific Index” and two most valuable commodity futures of oil and gold. 
Most importantly the period selected is the current decade from January 
01, 2010 to May 31, 2020 to scrutinize the most recent shocks and crises 
by subdividing the total period into four sub-periods. The distinguish 
apex of this research is its’s time interval of the most recent decade 
which does not explore before and our tactic of coalescence of 
BEKK-GARCH and complex networking by utilizing volatility spillover 
results as a connection among the nodes of networking in following 
many recent studies on how merger the different GARCH family model 
with complex networking [8,25,32,33] [52]. In this methodology, the 
perfect combination of BEKK-GARCH is best to generate an output of 
volatility spillover in case of two variables [28,34] and complex 
networking to visualize and understand a more complex and bigger 
networking web of volatility spillover in one picture is adopted. The 
results of our total period detect that commodities oil and gold receive 
more volatility spillover then devolve it to stock indices of Asia Pacific 
countries and as compared to oil, gold had more strong significant 
spillover linkages. Among all Asian economies Chines stock markets had 
more influence on the price movement of oil and gold and India had 
more significant correlations with other neighboring stock indices. The 
significance among the stocks increases gradually with the passage of 
time or you can say because of the recent crisis which can easily observe 
in sub-periods. We also observed that the crisis of recent times like the 
energy crisis of 2014 and the very recent pandemic of COVID-19, in-
crease the dependency among all stocks and commodity futures. It is in 
line with [35] who articulated that risk expands after a crisis but con-
trary to Sarwer et al. (2020) who didn’t find any significant difference 
because of crisis shocks. The finding of our analysis suggests that oil is 
more preferable to hedge against Asian stocks than gold as gold has more 
spillover connections with the stock markets of Asia. These analyses are 
very advantageous for the hedgers who are interested in the Asian 
market as well as for the policymakers to check the dependence of one’s 
economy. As [36] stated that commodity-price volatility not only spill-
over to a country’s exchange rate or output, it can also force policy-
makers to react, with subsequent impacts on interest rates and inflation. 
This can hold true for all emerging markets, even those with more 
diversified economies. For future researchers, these analyses will help to 
get an overview of the interconnections among the top Asian economies 
as well as the volatility spillover relation with the most important 
commodities oil and gold. 

The arrangement of the study is as follows: In the first part of this 
article a brief introduction about the research plane is described, 2nd 
part is of literature review which comprises of latest and most relevant 
literature on oil, gold, and the Asia Pacific, the 3rd part explain the 
methodology and data description, in the 4th part empirical results of 
networking are explained and in final 5th part the concluding remarks 
and future suggestions are documented. 

2. Literature review 

In the aspect of oil-stock literature the most recent study by Ref. [7] 

analyzed the volatility of oil-stock correlation by considering three 
Asian countries (China, India, and Pakistan) by employing the 
BEKK-GARCH model. The findings of the study confirm the significant 
spillover of volatility shocks but at different content for all the three 
pairs with oil, moreover, they didn’t find any significant difference in 
the results of two sub-periods of pre-crisis and post-crisis [10]. made 
versed research covering the volatility linkages between the nine 
emerging Asian stocks and oil prices during the period of the Chinese 
stock market crash of 2015 and the US financial crisis. They reported 
positive vibes of spillover on most of the oil-stock pairs of the selected 
data. They suggested fewer oil assets to hedge stocks in the period of the 
Chinese crisis in contrast to non-crisis time [14]. investigate the 
cross-relation of energy stock among the three energy assets oil, gas, and 
coal prices, and ten Asian stocks. The data from January 01, 1990 to 
December 31, 2015 was employed to construct a portfolio and hedge 
risk. They documented that after the crisis period Asian markets tend to 
be more volatile with the price of oil and a time-varying correlation 
among the pairs of energy-stock [9]. made noteworthy research for the 
Asian region, they employed the stock indices data of top oil-importing 
and oil-exporting economies of Asia to check the volatility effects of oil 
prices on them and to use these results for hedging purposes. They did 
the analysis by acquiring different multivariant GARCH models for the 
period of 2009–2018. The results of the study recommended choosing 
fewer assets of oil in the case of oil-importing countries’ stock and an 
equal ratio for oil-exporting countries to form a portfolio. They also 
reported that oil-exporting countries’ stocks are more pronounce to 
volatility spillover and shock than oil-importing countries. Same as 
above [37] analyzed the same relation of oil price movement in the 
oil-importing and oil-exporting countries but not specifically for the 
Asian region. They cover the period from 2010 to 2016 and used the 
DCC-GARCH model for volatility measurement and utilized these results 
also for hedging and portfolio development. They discovered that 
oil-importing countries are greatly influenced by oil price fluctuation 
and should choose more oil assets to hedge oil-exporting countries’ stock 
markets. The literature on the topic of gold’s impact on the stock by 
Ref. [3] compiled a study to investigate the impact of world gold prices 
on the stock market of China by applying a number of multivariate 
GARCH models and documented a significant relationship between 
them. Further the results are employed for hedging purposes and gold as 
hedging risk of stock portfolio proved effective. For hedging purposes, 
the VAR-GARCH model out-performed among all employed GARCH 
models [6]. take gold futures of the six emerging economies to test the 
volatility ties among them. As result, they discovered significant vola-
tility spillover among most of the pairs of the selected data. They sug-
gested policy implications for China’s future market [25]. examined the 
volatility linkages of precious metals on some major stock indices of all 
the regions of the world (USA, Japan, Europe, and Asia). The results of 
the study indicate that precious metals are volatile spillover receivers 
from stock markets except for the Japanese stock market and signifi-
cantly increased in the period of a major crisis. They utilized the finding 
of the study for hedging and hedging strategies implications. 

On combined oil and gold effects on stock markets [28], arranged a 
comparative study on the multivariate GARCH models to hedge the 
stock indices of some developing economies with oil, gold, VIX, and 
bounds. They declared oil as a more potent tool to hedge stock markets 
and ADCC as an effective model. Same as above Singh et al. (2019) also 
investigate the oil feedback spillover on stocks, commodities, bonds as 
well as on foreign exchange. They employed generalized error variance 
decomposition (GEVD) and complex networking models to generate 
results. The findings of the study show that oil prices are influenced by 
other assets more than vice versa. They also documented that prices of 
commodities and foreign exchange are closely affected by oil price 
volatility. We found the research work of [31] really close to our 
research work as they investigate the volatility transmission of two 
commodity futures namely oil and gold on the stock indices of Asian 
countries. They employed the BEKK-GARCH approach with the daily 
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data of 14 Asian markets for the period July 05, 2005 to December 14, 
2011 which is an outdated analysis. They reported significant volatility 
spillover from the developed markets on the commodity futures and 
vice-versa for the emerging economies’ stocks. They also detected that 
the level of significance increased at the time of crisis [30]. examined the 
network spillover connection among the stock, bond, currency, and 
commodity markets. They take stock indices of seven developed coun-
tries, 10-year US Treasury bond (TB) for the bond market, and the US 
dollar index (USDX) for currency representation, in the category of the 
commodity they employed the data of oil and gold. The results of the 
study exhibited that the stock index of the US effects greatly on the shock 
spillover of most of the Asian countries selected in the research. They 
also mentioned diversification in the different types of assets, that ideal 
of a risk aversion of a portfolio. 

By employing the bivariate cross-quantilogram technique [38] con-
structed complex networking among the 58 stock markets of randomly 
selected developed and emerging countries for the duration of sixteen 
years from 2001 to 2016. They analyze the spillover connectedness 
among the markets in three scenarios of bearish, bullish, and normal 
conditions. The results of the research suggested that developed econ-
omies like the US and Canada transfer more spillover on the emerging 
economies’ stock markets. Most recently [8] also used a merger of two 
techniques, complex networking and the VAR-DCC-GARCH model to 
build a web among the oil and top oil-importing and oil-exporting 
countries of Asia. The daily data for the period from 2009 to 2018 are 
employed, to check the impact of the post, pre, and crisis on these 
economies and oil the data was divided into four sub-periods. The 
finding of the article reveals more strong correlation of oil-exporting 
countries with oil than oil-exporting countries. Singh et al. (2019) ar-
ranged a study to investigate the feedback spillover among assets, viz. 
equity, commodities, bonds, and currencies by employing generalized 
error variance decomposition to get feedback spillover connections and 
use networking to show these connections. So [33]; Yoon et al. (2018), 
and [39] also occupied the complex networking layout to visualize the 
spillover connections among different stocks and commodities extracted 
from different econometric models. 

3. Research methodology and data 

3.1. Research methodology 

In this research paper, a very compelling coalescence of the BEKK- 
GARCH model and Complex Networking is formed following some 
recent studies [8,32]. This alliance of tactics will help to get an 
ameliorated understanding of the volatility spillover among the mar-
kets. In the first maneuver, volatility spillover is extracted from the se-
ries of data, and in the next step, a visual exposition of networking is 
knitted. For a better acquaintance of this design, a visual figure is 

mentioned below (Fig. 1): 
This strategy had four paces: In the first place, which is the staple of 

this process is the extraction of spillover among the price returns of the 
oil, gold, and stock markets of the selected Asian markets. For this 
purpose, the BEKK-GARCH model is weeded. In the second step of the 
evolution of the network oil, gold, and countries’ names are nominated 
as Nodes, and values of the spillover are designated as Edges of the 
network. In the third stage, this methodology is applied and repeated for 
the five-time with the full period data set and then four sub-periods data 
sets of future returns of oil, gold, and returns of selected leading Asian 
countries’ Stock Indices. In the end, 4th pace output analysis had done 
what the indicators of complex networking show in the visual presen-
tation of spillover networking among the selected panel of data. 

3.1.1. BEKK-GARCH model 
The famous model of BEKK (named after [40] from the set of 

multivariate GARCH models extends a complex dynamic arrangement 
compared to other models even belonging to the same family. The BEKK 
model holds an important aspect of having a conditional 
variance-covariance matrix that offers a positive definite format. There 
are multifold logics to choosing the BEKK model in spite of other per-
mutations of GARCH kin models. First that the BEKK variant can reveal 
whether a positive or negative shock in one market will lead to either a 
positive or negative shock in another market (cross-market asymmetric 
effect). It does not carry out the restriction of constant correlation 
among variables over time. This model has ensured the H matrix and is 
always positively definite by incorporating quadratic forms [28]. also 
documented that with a small data set of say two variables, then BEKK 
may be more desirable than either GO-GARCH or DCC [34]. provide 
strong arguments for why BEKK is preferable over DCC for small data 
sets. Here in this study we pair up correlations of two variables sepa-
rately so choosing BEKK-GARCH is an ideal choice for it. 

So as the advantages, the GARCH-BEKK model also has some flaws, 
the first and most run-of-the-mill drawback is the so-called “curse of 
dimensionality”, whereby the number of parameters to be estimated is 
excessively large, makes the convergence of any estimation algorithm 
somewhat problematic. Moreover, the multivariate log-moment condi-
tions are difficult to verify when the matrices A and B are neither di-
agonal nor scalar matrices, and the eighth-moment condition cannot be 
verified for a Full BEKK model [41]. recommended the BEKK-GARCH 
model as a more ideal model for assessing conditional covariance 
(correlation). 

The model can be described as follow: 

R t=E(RT |Ft− 1) + εt (1)  

Var(εt)=Ht =C′ C+Aεt − 1εt
′

− 1A′

+ GHt− 1G′ (2)  

where the oil and stock returns are represented as Rt , a 2 × 1 vector and 
Ht signifies the variance-covariance matrix. 

The parameter matrixes of A, G, and C are demonstrated as follows: 

C=

(
c11 0
c12 c22

)

,A=

(
a11 a12
a21 a22

)

,G=

(
g11 g12
g21 g22

)

(3)  

With condition N = 1, the model is composed of 11 variables and with 
the representative component of Ht the matrix of the BEKK-GARCH 
model can be proliferated as follows: 

h11 =
(
c2

11 + c2
21

)
+ (a11ε1 + a12ε2)

2 (4)  

h12 =(c12c22) + (a11ε1 + a12ε2)(a21ε1 + a22ε2) (5)  

h22 =
(
c2

22

)
+ (a21ε1 + a22ε2)

2 (6) 

Here in these model explanations, a11 denotes the ARCH effects for 
its own stock indices of all the chosen oil-importing and oil-exporting 

Fig. 1. Research strategy method.  
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countries, while a22 represents the ARCH coefficient upshots the oil 
returns. Moreover, b11 and b22 illustrate their own GARCH outcomes 
for all the appointed stock indices and oil prices respectively. Further, 
a21 corresponds to the oil price shock mediation to stock indices. Stock’s 
volatility spillover to the oil market is represented by b12 and the 
opposite results of volatility circulation from oil to stock are charac-
terized by coefficient b21. 

3.1.2. Complex networks: A way to construct the spillover network 
It is important to highlight the development of interconnections of a 

network which further leads to the structuring of models, research is still 
inconclusive to address and promote this concept. In order to under-
stand the theoretical point of view, a complex network plays a key part 
in addition to highlighting the characteristics of any network. It is a 
novel integration of economics and physics, which emerged to present 
the development of interconnections in economics, further facilitate in 
policies formulation. The procedure of complex networking offers a real 
structure based on the interconnections between different components. 
This method also offers a key feature by presenting the connectedness of 
variables through the graphical layout. It has been used by many sig-
nificant studies recently (e.g., Refs. [25,32,33,38,42–44]; Yoon et al., 
2019; [39], it has been considered as the novel technique to understand 
the spillover networking in the financial engineering. Generally, two 
types of networks are adopted in financial networking; one 
similarity-based networks, and the second direct interaction networks. 
The similarity-based networks are those networks where two variables 
or nodes carry similar kinds of features such as behavior, portfolio 
composition, and strategy, etc. Thus, it is imperative to set certain 
standards to demonstrate the acceptable relationship between two var-
iables or nodes. However, in the direct interaction network, a simple 
linkage among agents is required to prove the interconnectedness be-
tween the nodes of a network. In this study, direct interaction network 
based methodology has been applied for analysis purposes. Generally, a 
complex network carries two types of elements, i.e., edges and nodes, 
where nodes are drawn to be connected with the edges the same way as 
highlighted in the following mentioned equation. 

G=(N,E)

where. 
G = a complex network. 
N = the series of nodes. 
E = the series of edges. 
The relationship between the nodes and edges is defined through 

their network linkage. Below mentioned equation highlights the matrix 
of edges. 

E =

⎡

⎣
e1,1 … e1,n
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

en,1 … en,n

⎤

⎦(n∈N)

The framework used for this research highlights the countries as the 
nodes and the volatility spillovers, (captured by the VAR-DCC-GARCH 
model) as the edges. Whereas the spillover direction shows the route 
of the edge, and the edge weight of the spillover network highlights the 
quantity of spillover. 

3.2. Research data 

Here this research is conducted to analyze the volatility spillover 
networking among the oil, gold, and stocks of the leading Asian econ-
omies. For this purpose, we utilized the daily data of the two commodity 
futures oil and gold and the stock returned of the sixteen Asian countries 
named: China, Japan, India, Indonesia, South Korea, Turkey, Taiwan, 
Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Pakistan, Malaysia, Philippines, United Arab 
Emirates, Iraq, Singapore, Hong Kong, and one Asia Pacific Index in total 
nineteen (19) variables. The present time of high uncertainty in the price 

movement of stock markets gives a new trend to the markets every day 
so, that’s why here we employed daily data to analyze the volatility 
impacts more accurately. We chose the two commodity-futures oil and 
gold because of their strong position in the world economy and both had 
substantial influence power for any economy. The assortment of the 
countries is dependent on the GDP (Purchasing Power Parity) we picked 
the Asian countries with a good rate of GDP (PPP). To check their in-
fluence power, we selected the Asian region which is the biggest 
continent of the world with a great number of emerging economies. The 
recent global level crisis affected enormously the economies world- 
wide, so we analyzed the data for the most recent time from 1-2–2010 
to 1-6-2020, to cover more recent shocks the data is also divided into 
four sub-periods. All the data is amassed from one of the bona fide 
database “Bloomberg” with the names of the stocks: CL1 COMB Comdty, 
GC1 COMB Comdty, Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index, BSE 
100 Index, Nikkei 225, Jakarta Stock Exchange Composite Index, Borsa 
Istanbul 100 Index, Korea Stock Exchange KOSPI Index, Tadawul All 
Share Index, Stock Exchange of Thailand SET 50 Index, Taiwan Stock 
Exchange Weighted Index, KSE-100 Index, FTSE Bursa Malaysia EMAS 
Index, Philippines Stock Exchange PSEi Index, Abu Dhabi Securities 
Market General Index, Iraq Stock Exchange ISXGI Index, Straits Times 
Index STI, Hang Seng Index, MSCI Asia Apex 50 respectively. The 
returns of the stock prices are calculated by taking the natural logarithm 
of closing prices divided by lagged closing prices. 

Ri,t = ln
(

Pi,t

Pi,t− 1

)

× 100, i= stock, oil  

3.3. Descriptive analysis 

In the representation of Table 1, the descriptive analysis of our 
complete data set gives a slight overview of 2628 observations. The 
mean and median as expected are close to 0 for all the 19 variables 
including commodity and stocks that justify both positive and negative 
trends in the return values. A high variance of 7.08 documented by oil 
shows a big difference from the mean which is the indication of high 
fluctuation in the return of the oil future opposite to this lowest variance 
of 0.3955 of Malaysian stock exhibit stability in returns. Concerning 
that, the minimum and maximum values are also from the oil future 
which assured its spacious volatility. Other than oil, future Iraq and 
Saudi Arabia’s stocks show a huge gap in minimum and maximum 
values with respect to oil instability in Iraq and Saudi Arabia’s stock 
returns manifest close boundness among oil and oil-exporting countries. 
As compared to oil the variance in return of the gold future is very less 
which verifies the steadiness of gold price. In the list of standard errors 
again oil has the highest decimals of 2.661 the riskiest commodity and 
also again the Malaysian stock market of 0.6289 lowest the safest stock 
in the list. 

All the stocks documented negative skewness except oil and Iraq, the 
negative skewness is the indication of fewer chances of big returns and 
stability in the returns on the other side a positive skewness is the 
indication of more chances of big returns but also big losses. The values 
greater than 3 for kurtosis connote non-normality in the stock market 
returns which are justified by all stocks and commodity futures of our 
selected data other than two indices of Hong Kong and the Asia Pacific. 
The last test of Jarque-Bera also exhibited significant results for all 
equities. 

Next, we performed some unit root tests named Dickey-Fuller, 
Phillips-Perron, and KPSS Test (Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin) 
out of these three first two tests reported significant results for all the 
equities but on the other hand, the third test KPSS delineated insignifi-
cant quotients expect for the stock returns of Pakistan and Philippines 
(Table 2). The graphical presentation of equities’ log-returns is also 
documented which gives the first form of demonstration of volatility. 
The graphs in Fig. 2 unveil different levels of fluctuations in each vari-
able’s return values. The big swing which can be easily observed in 
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almost all graphs is in the most recent time in late 2019 and the start of 
2020, the grounds behind it is the biggest pandemic of the century 
COVID-19 that spread all around the world along with other vandali-
zations, effected the economic activities desperately. The other most 
prominent quiver that affected the undulation of the many equities’ 
graph is the period of 2014–2016, which could be observed clearly in the 
graphs of ISXIGI, SHCOMP, ADMI, SASEIDX, TWSE, ADSMI, STI, HIS, 
MAXAPEXA, and RCL1. The vindication of this shock is the big crude oil 
price crisis which starts in 2012 and touches its peak in 2014, it is 
directly affected by the more oil-trading countries’ stocks. 

4. Empirical results 

In the mentioned network stature (Fig. 3) the variables are 
discriminated by choosing different symbols like commodity future 
variables of oil and gold are denoted with a diamond shape ◆, and the 
stock Indices of leading Asian countries are expressed with a circle shape 
●. The arcs are presenting different colors for the relations, the green 
color of the line shows a strong or more significant relation. On the other 
hand, the purple color shows less strength of the relationship and the red 
color shows an insignificant relationship between the variables or nodes. 
As mentioned, before we applied the BEKK-GARCH model and accord-
ingly in our analysis we get two-way results of volatility spillover from 
the first country to the second country (1–2) and from the second 
country to the first country (2–1) that we called bidirectional relation-
ship. This feature differentiates and allures it from all the other GARCH 
family models (like DCC, and CCC) and it gives a complete portrayal of 

the interrelationship between the two. So here the complex networking 
diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4 are made for representing both (1–2) and (2–1) 
analysis. 

In the networking diagram of (1-2) the list of countries starts from 
the node of Iraq then comes the node of China, and then the inflow of 
clockwise, it ends in the node of Oil opposite to it in (2–1) the flow is 
Counterclockwise from oil to Iraq. Overall, the total period starts from 
01 to 01–2010 and is completed on 30-05-2020 which is about ten years 
time duration. 

In the first networking picture of the total period of our analysis 
(1–2), we have the results of interconnections from equities to oil as well 
as between the equities of Asian countries (Fig. 3). We observed very few 
strongly significant connections, most of moderate significant and also 
many insignificant linkages. Which elucidate that the stock markets of 
leading Asian countries are mostly dependent and did not lose their 
fluency by dint of any shock in other neighboring country’s stock market 
or commodity price. First talk about oil the strongest significant result 
documented by China on oil other than that Iraq, South Korea, 
Singapore, and the Asia Pacific Index recorded strong significance on oil 
future prices which is in line with recent studies by Refs. [8,9]. In the 
line of the stocks that impacted insignificantly on oil futures include 
Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, and the Philippines. The volatility spillover 
influence of gold on oil is also insignificant which is very clear as both 
are totally different commodities and used to hedge against each other. 
All the remaining selected countries’ stocks show a moderately signifi-
cant correlation with oil. In the series of stock-gold correlation, the only 
strong significant volatility spillover is received by China as reported by 

Table 1 
Descriptive.  

Stock market Observations Mean Median Variance Maximum Minimum Standard 
Error 

t- 
Statistic 

Skewness Kurtosis 
(excess) 

Jarque- 
Bera 

ISXGI_Iraq 2628 0.0383 − 0.0297 1.7935 25.3463 − 13.1974 1.3395  3.1339 75.9604 587418.5 
SHCOMP_China 2628 0.0001 0.0000 1.7567 5.6036 − 8.8732 1.3254 0.0041 − 1.0058 6.9164 5681.23 
BSE100_India 2628 0.0216 0.0033 1.1358 8.1427 − 13.8806 1.0657 1.0382 − 1.1561 17.1869 32930.62 
NKY_Japan 2628 0.0248 0.0000 1.7248 7.7314 − 11.1534 1.3133 0.9679 − 0.4839 6.1786 4282.70 
JCI_Indonesia 2628 0.0172 0.0313 1.1568 9.7042 − 9.2997 1.0755 0.8199 − 0.4603 8.9519 8867.71 
XU100_Turky 2628 0.0213 0.0206 2.0022 6.8952 − 11.0638 1.4150 0.7730 − 0.6153 4.3018 2192.18 
KOSPI_S.Korea 2628 0.0075 0.0000 0.9703 8.2513 − 8.7670 0.9850 0.3905 − 0.3751 9.2338 9397.90 
SASEIDX_Saudi 

Arabia 
2628 0.0030 0.0000 1.3637 11.1428 − 16.7554 1.1678 0.1324 − 1.8905 32.2452 115418.47 

SET50_Thailand 2628 0.0208 0.0000 1.3132 8.8615 − 12.4389 1.1460 0.9291 − 0.9863 15.6178 27134.81 
TWSE_Taiwan 2628 0.0170 0.0128 0.8609 6.1726 − 6.5206 0.9278 0.9367 − 0.6782 6.0447 4202.40 
KSE100_Pakistan 2628 0.0470 0.0230 1.0340 4.6840 − 7.1024 1.0168 2.3709 − 0.6102 4.7052 2587.31 
FBMEMAS_Malaysia 2628 0.0066 0.0037 0.3955 6.8446 − 5.9308 0.6289 0.5414 − 0.7408 14.7864 24181.25 
PCOMP_Philppines 2628 0.0203 0.0000 1.2931 7.1717 − 14.3224 1.1371 0.9150 − 1.5378 16.9819 32614.05 
ADSMI_UAE 2628 0.0148 0.0000 1.0140 8.0762 − 13.9234 1.0070 0.7531 − 1.3275 27.9684 86425.92 
STI_Singapore 2628 − 0.0029 0.0000 0.7087 5.8946 − 7.6373 0.8418 − 0.1755 − 0.5900 8.2126 7537.79 
HIS_Hong Kong 2628 0.0079 0.0000 1.2773 5.5187 − 6.0183 1.1302 0.3582 − 0.3183 2.7088 847.82 
MXAPEXA_Asia 

Pacific 
2628 0.0219 0.0405 1.1878 5.9368 − 5.2759 1.0899 1.0322 − 0.2682 2.5876 764.68 

GC1_Gold 2628 0.0163 0.0251 1.0587 5.7754 − 9.8206 1.0289 0.8112 − 0.5814 6.9207 5392.67 
CL1_Oil 2628 − 0.0052 0.0424 7.0819 31.9634 − 28.2206 2.6612 − 0.1004 0.2853 30.7422 103522.17 

Note: Here we analyzed the log return of all the mentioned variables. 

Table 2 
Unit root tests.  

Stock market Dickey-Fuller Phillips-Perron KPSS Test Stock market Dickey-Fuller Phillips-Perron KPSS Test 

ISXGI_Iraq − 23.05938** − 53.96803** 0.2026 KSE100_Pakistan − 44.5764** − 44.6475** 0.540* 
SHCOMP_China − 50.0885** − 50.1059** 0.074 FBMEMAS_Malaysia − 46.5958** − 46.8211** 0.349 
BSE100_India − 50.8664** − 50.8866** 0.111 PCOMP_Philppines − 50.4174** − 50.4303** 0.521* 
NKY_Japan − 53.0392** − 53.0319** 0.078 ADSMI_UAE − 50.6423** − 50.6872** 0.182 
JCI_Indonesia − 48.3600** − 48.3032** 0.304 STI_Singapore − 51.4627** − 51.5011** 0.048 
XU100_Turky − 51.9721** − 51.9930** 0.021 HIS_Hong Kong − 50.6470** − 50.6698** 0.032 
KOSPI_S.Korea − 50.6411** − 50.7043** 0.063 MXAPEXA_Asia Pacific − 47.9322** − 47.9852** 0.026 
SASEIDX_Saudi Arabia − 51.6582** − 51.7087** 0.077 GC1_Gold − 52.6223** − 52.6405** 0.137 
SET50_Thailand − 53.8239** − 53.8172** 0.347 CL1_Oil − 50.9873** − 51.0172** 0.057 
TWSE_Taiwan − 49.6087** − 49.6363** 0.016      
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Ref. [45] that China is at six numbers in gold reserves and increasing its 
stocks by continually importing gold. The insignificant spillover vibes 
come from Japan, Saudi Arabia, and UAE this infinitesimal relation is 
because of Gold prices more domination on these markets. All the other 
countries chronicled intermediate significant impact on gold futures. In 
the interrelation of Asian countries’ stock markets, the country with 
most significant relations is India which shows its significant influence 
on the stocks of its very neighbor countries Japan, Indonesia, Turkey, 
and South Korea which is in line with [46]. Other than that Iraq shows 
significant spillover on India and Pakistan, Indonesia on the Philippines 
and Singapore, South Korea on Taiwan and the Philippines, Taiwan on 
Singapore and the Asia Pacific, and Malaysia on the Philippines and 
UAE. Same as some old literature on Asia pacific countries by Ref. [1] 
who stated that Southeast Asian markets are stronger than that of North 

Asian markets. In all the above the most influenced stocks by other 
countries’ stock are of the Philippines and Singapore that these two 
stocks are more sensitive to receive any shock from their neighborhood 
countries. 

In the second diagram of our analysis, the results of (2–1) for the total 
period are drawn which shows totally different inter-relations (Fig. 4). 
Basically, here we will discover how oil and gold react to the stock 
markets of leading emerging economies of Asia. Starting with oil the 
second web of spillover networking we can easily observe that only one 
strong impact from oil on Iraq’s stock market is labelled, other than that 
most of the lines showing oil’s impact on other stocks is insignificant. 
Only a few of them documented second-degree significant results as 
Turkey, Thailand, Pakistan and UAE reported some significant results 
which are in line with [31]; and all others report insignificant spillover 

Fig. 2. Economic fluctuations.  
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from oil. The results counselled that only some of the minor stock 
markets receive the spillover effect from the fluctuation of oil prices in 
the long-run and most major developed and emerging markets succeed 
to maintain and resist in the time of oil shocks. These findings also justify 
the statement of Singh et al. (2019) that crude oil receives more shocks 

from the stocks than the other way around. Coming up to gold, it has also 
only one dynamic significance recorded by Turkey from the gold future, 
on the other side the stocks that did not receive any significant wave of 
volatility from gold are Iraq, China, Thailand, Pakistan, and the 
Philippines. The remaining 10 stocks also show a moderate level of 

Fig. 2. (continued). 
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significance, so the total significant level of gold is greater than the oil in 
the region of Asia. Same as the above only a few of the significant in-
terconnections are reported in this (2–1) Fig. 4. By comparing the first 
two figures (Figs. 3 and 4) of the total period we also observe some 
bi-directional correlations like Iraq had a bidirectional strong significant 
relationship with India, Pakistan, Hong Kong, and Oil and then Taiwan 
with Singapore and Asia Pacific Index. Other stocks also exhibited some 
medium level bi-directional relations. 

The first sub-period of our daily data set starts from January 1, 2010 
to December 31, 2013 that was the time of the pre-crisis period big oil 
crisis of 2014–2016 (Fig. 5), at this time the world’s economy also had to 
go through a major oil shock or the Central Asia energy crisis of 2003–9 
as well as European sovereign debt crisis that also starts from 2009. In 
this duration of time, we also observed only a few of the strongly sig-
nificant relationships of volatility spillover. In the pairs of volatility 
transmission from stocks to oil futures India, South Korea, UAE, Hong 
Kong, and Asia Pacific Index. However, the inverse relation in Fig. 6 of 

the first sub-period of from oil to stock nouns of the countries’ stock is 
the strong receiver of volatility spillover but with gold, a bi-directional 
relation is documented. 

Talking about moderate significant correlations, these results follow 
the same pattern of the total period where oil receives more and in-
fluences less volatility spillover with the inter-relation of Stock Indices. 
In the analysis of gold, China, India, Malaysia, and UAE were impacted 
and Indonesia and Turkey were affected by a strongly significant rela-
tionship with gold. These are the stock markets of the countries that are 
the big dealer of the gold market. The inter-relation of stock markets of 
leading Asian economies China documented strong significant spillover 
to the other stocks as well as a big significant receiver of the volatility 
spillover as China is undeniably the main trading partner of the 
emerging Asian stock markets. Therefore, the Chinese stock markets are 
highly integrated with emerging Asian stock markets [10]. 

The second sub-period is the period of the big oil crisis that starts in 
mid of 2014 and touches its peak in 2016 in that time period the prices of 

Fig. 2. (continued). 
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oil dropped dramatically low because of China which reduce its demand, 
anyhow China was the big importer of oil (Fig. 7). The reason for this 
shorter demand is backed by the big Chinese stock market crash in 2015 
[47,48,53]. In sub-period 2 we can notice that the number of strong 
significant correlations increased than the previous figures but still like 
the above figures of the total period and first sub-period (Fig. 8), here 
also oil is the more receiver of the volatility spillover than the donor. But 
opposite to that gold recorded more influencing and vigorous relation 
from gold to stock than from stock markets to gold. It shows that in the 

time oil crisis gold become a big influencer on the world economy. A 
strong bi-directional correlation is filed between India and gold. In the 
consanguinity among the stock markets of Asian countries, the more 
strong significant correlations are evidenced. At the time of the oil crisis, 
the interdependence among the Asian countries’ economies increases 
gradually. 

The third sub-period is the period of the post-crisis period where we 
will collect the evidence of the aftershocks of the oil-crisis of 2014 
(Fig. 9). The after impact is very clear as a vibrant increase in the 

Fig. 3. Total period 1-2.  

Fig. 4. Total period 2-1.  
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number of interdependence and more strongly significant pairs among 
the stocks and commodities. Even in the third sub-period oil duplets 
with Asian stocks exhibits the same trend which is documented in the 
above figures that oil received more than influence other stock indices 
(Fig. 10). But the point to be noted here is as after-effects of the oil-crisis 

(2014) the impact of volatility spillover become zero with China and 
Saudi Arabia who were the main responsible for this big shock in the oil 
prices. Again, gold reported a more volatility spillover impact on Asian 
stocks with a greater number of dynamic significant correlations. All the 
stock markets show strong significant interrelations which means the 

Fig. 5. Sub-period 1(1–2) 1/1/2010–31/12/2013.  

Fig. 6. Sub-period 1(2–1) 1/1/2010–31/12/2013.  
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after crisis impact increases interdependence among the Asian 
economies. 

Sub-period 4 has the shortest period of just the first five months of 
the year 2020 which is the period of the greatest pandemic of COVID-19 
(coronavirus) (Fig. 11). This sub-period is specially arranged to analyze 
and monitor the impact of this greatest pandemic of the century on the 

region of Asia and we can easily observe it in the above-placed figures of 
sub-period 4. All the nodes of the web exhibited a very strong significant 
correlation among each other, with very few insignificant interrelations 
(Fig. 12) [49]. stated that the comparison to any financial crisis (2008) 
or energy crisis as we also analyze in sub-period 2 “energy crisis 2014” 
this time the pandemic influence on the economy is totally different and 

Fig. 7. Sub-period 2(1–2) 1/1/2014–31/12/2016.  

Fig. 8. Sub-period 2(2–1) 1/1/2014–31/12/2016.  
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more significant. This is in line with [50] who also discovered pandemic 
status has a significant impact on energy demand and also it is absolutely 
aligned with our networking results. 

5. Conclusion 

This research work is arranged to analyze the spillover 

connectedness among the stock markets of the leading emerging econ-
omies of Asia and the impact of oil and gold prices from and to these 
selected stocks. For this aim, sixteen stock Indices of major Asian 
counties (China, India, Japan, Indonesia, Turkey, South Korea, Saudi 
Arabia, Thailand, Taiwan, Pakistan, Malaysia, Philippines, United Arab 
Emirates, Iraq, Singapore, and Hong Kong) are selected along an Index 
of Asia Pacific to check the role of anyone stock on the whole Asia Pacific 

Fig. 9. Sub-period 3(1–2) 1/1/2017–31/12/2019.  

Fig. 10. Sub-period 3(2–1) 1/1/2017–31/12/2019.  
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along with its future contracts. The most recent time zone is selected to 
cover the all main event of the decade from January 1, 2010 to May 31, 
2020. Here in the methodology, two methods from the different 
branches of thoughts; one from the econometric technique GARCH 
(BEKK-GARCH) and the second from physics complex networking are 
integrated with following some earlier studies [8,25,32,33] this 

methodology is very persuasive for visualizing the spillover networking 
among the selected data set. To check the impact of the crisis we have 
further divided our total data period into four sub-periods, these 
sub-periods cover the period of the post and pre-crisis, one major energy 
crisis, and a part of the most recent pandemic COVID-19. 

We employed the BEKK-GARCH model for extracting volatility 

Fig. 11. Sub-period 4(1–2) 1/1/2020–31/5/2020.  

Fig. 12. Sub-period 4(2–1) 1/1/2020–31/5/2020.  
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spillover between the different pairs of stocks and commodity futures 
and used these results in the construction of the network as a relation-
ship line between nodes. The best part of BEKK-GARCH is it generates 
bidirectional spillover results of both the variables (1–2) and (2–1) so we 
have both sides of picture graphs of networking to exhibit how all the 
selected variables influence each other. So in the first graph, the results 
of (1-2) demonstrate the stocks’ impact on the commodity futures of oil 
and gold, and the most significant ascendancy on these commodities is 
received by the Shehnai Composite Index of China. These findings 
ensure that as number 1 importer of oil and number three in the import 
of Gold had great influence power on these two commodities. In the 
volatility spillover correlations among Asian countries, the Indian stock 
exchange demonstrates more strong significant domination in other 
neighboring countries. The results of the (2–1) networking diagram 
reveal the fact that oil influenced the Asian stock markets less as 
compared to receiving sway from them. The same case is with gold but 
in contrast to oil, gold had a more influencing impact on the selected 
leading Asian economies. These two facts are also proved true for all the 
sub-periods but with the passage of time stalwart significance increases 
with rolling on to a more recent time of sub-periods which can easily be 
observed in the consequence figures of sub-periods. We also observed 
that the crisis of recent times like the energy crisis of 2014 and the very 
recent pandemic of COVID-19, increase the dependency among all 
stocks and commodity futures. The finding of our analysis suggests that 
oil is preferable to hedge against Asian stocks than gold as gold has more 
spillover connections with the stock markets of Asia. These analyses are 
very advantageous for the hedgers who are interested in the Asian 
market as well as for the policymakers to check the dependence of one’s 
economy. For future researchers, these analyses will help to get an 
overview of the interconnections among the top Asian economies as well 
as the volatility spillover relation with the most important commodities 
oil and gold. 
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